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Tech leads the way

Where are we
seeing growth?

The Instant Group witnessed extremely high demand growth
across the Israeli market through 2018 with a different type of
company profile and requirements evolving - another sign that
the market is becoming mainstream.

Opportunities continue to grow within Israel and
not just from the budding tech start up scene.

Demand for flexible space in Israel via the Instant platform doubled
year on year in 2018 with interest growing in new markets such as
Herzliya and Ramat-Gan, alongside the more established markets of
Tel Aviv, Jerusalem and Haifa.

Automotive giants VW and Hyundai are planning to
set up hubs in Israel to focus on smart technologies
while Seat is reported to have already opened an
innovation hub. This activity could spark a new wave
of development and growth within the country.

As the market develops we have also seen the profile
of clients looking for space change with the average
requirement in 2018 increasing to nearly 9 workstations,
the highest in the region.

Over the last 3 years, 87 multinationals have
opened R&D centres within the country.

This change mirrors the increase in interest in the flexible market
from new sectors in Israel. While both Tech and Consulting firms
still lead from a demand point of view, we have seen an increase in
interest from Financial and Business Process organisations over the
last year alongside ever the present Freelancer community.

This is expected to put a strain on the office
infrastructure within the cities of Tel Aviv and Haifa,
but the considerable level of investment will be
welcomed by local government.

If the market continues to develop in a similar way to more mature
markets, we can expect to see the variety of companies using the
space evolve alongside the quality of space on offer, further driving
demand for this high growth area of the CRE industry.

WEWORK TOHA, TEL AVIV
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Corporate demand spikes
Instant’s data shows that the market is still relatively small, yet
growing at a considerable pace with over 40 locations now open
across the country. Deals increased by 100% in 2018 compared
to the prior 12 months, with a higher number of 10+ desk
requirements being seen than in any other market. The focus for
Instant has been in Tel Aviv and Haifa although companies like
WeWork have opened locations in Be’er Sheva and Jerusalem,
with a total of 17 locations open across the country.
While global tech companies including Amazon, and Facebook
have been responsible for the growth in take up across Israel, it is
the expansion of several flex operators that have dominated the
occupancy of the 500,000 sq m of additional office space.
Over 20% of space let in 2017 was to flex operators,
according to Cushman & Wakefield.*
While more recent expansion is being seen within Tel Aviv, we have
seen increased activity in markets such as Herzliya, Jerusalem, Or
Yehuda and Petah Tikva as the market expands into new business
districts. Thanks to the strong influence of start-up companies within
the country, the majority of spaces offer some form of flexible working
- at present nearly 97% of tracked locations offer coworking, one of
the highest figures of any country globally.

A surprising 23% of the take-up for new
office supply was for Co-Working offices,
for an area totalling 73,000 sqm.
Such Co-Working offices include LABS,
with 12,000 sqm. in Azrieli Sarona, and
Be All of Shoval Investments, with 17,000
sqm. in the Alon Towers. WeWork will
open 5,000 sqm. in the Midtown TLV tower
in 2018, and there is more on the way.

‘INTER ISRAEL’
REPORT FROM CUSHMAN & WAKEFIELD, FEB 2018 –
OFFICE MARKET SURVEY

The demand profile in these cities is currently dominated by smaller
teams or individuals, but it is likely that this will develop to larger
companies and corporates as we have seen in more developed
markets.

*‘Inter Israel’ – Report from Cushman & Wakefield, Feb 2018 – Office Market Survey
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Spotlight on Tel Aviv:
Reaching full occupancy

NEARLY

100%
OCCUPANCY

AN ESTIMATED

500,000
SQ M OF NEW SPACE
ADDED IN 2018

The office market in Tel Aviv continues to out-perform the wider
country with nearly 100% occupancy reported.
Prices in 2017 prices rose by 4.4%* across the city despite forecasts of
a decline in rates in the near term, while outside of the major cities prices
have dropped more significantly over the last decade. Overall rates look
to be in line with many EU cities and up until 2017 there was limited
availability of Grade A stock, sustaining high rental prices.
Compared to London, New York or San Francisco, the overall costs
are much lower even in Tel Aviv for both office space and talent, which
combined with the high volume of graduates and talented workforce is
making Israel increasingly popular for tech companies in particular. New
building projects are underway or have recently completed in Tel Aviv
and this is expected to cause a slight decrease in rates over the coming
twelve months.

IN 2017
PRICES ROSE BY

HIGH VOLUME
OF GRADUATES
AND TECH TALENT

4.4%

Reports from last year indicated that nearly all new space is already
occupied within the Tel Aviv area – the main focus of development
projects. Across the country an estimated 500,000 sq m of new space
was added which impacted rates across the country.

*‘Inter Israel’ – Report from Cushman & Wakefield, Feb 2018 – Office Market Survey
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Rethinking
Workspace.

Founded in 1999, Founded in 1999, The Instant Group is a workspace
innovation company that rethinks workspace on behalf of its clients
injecting flexibility, reducing cost and driving enterprise performance.
Instant places more than 11,000 companies a year in flexible workspace
such as serviced, managed or co-working offices including Amazon,
Barclays, Prudential, Sky, Network Rail, Capita, Serco, Teleperformance
and Worldpay making it the market leader in flexible workspace.
Its listings’ platform “www.instantoffices.com” hosts more than 14,000
flexible workspace centres across the world and is the only site of its kind to
represent the global market, providing a service to FTSE 100, Fortune 500,
and SME clients. With offices across the world, The Instant Group employs
260 experts and has clients in more than 150 countries. Instant is ranked #28
in the 2019 Sunday Times HSBC International Track 200.
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Contact:
For enquiries about this report please email contact.us@theinstantgroup.com
Note: All figures in this report were collated using The Instant Group’s proprietary
transactional data and market research surveys as at December 2018.

